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Jim Lahey, Owner/Founder
Jim Lahey studied sculpture before learning the
art of bread baking in Italy. When he returned to
New York City in 1994, he opened Sullivan
Street Bakery in Soho with the desire to bring the
craft of small-batch bread baking to America.
In October 2000, Lahey built the Sullivan Street
Bakery headquarters in Hell’s Kitchen, where he
has become renowned not just for his bread, but
for his Roman-style pizza, rustic Italian pastries
and cookies.
Then, in 2009, he opened Co., his first pizza
restaurant. Located in Chelsea, Lahey put his
own spin on pizza while celebrating artisanal
food culture and communal dining. The name is
short for Company, a word whose Latin roots
refer to the phrase “with bread.”
Lahey, called “one of the most influential food
figures in America” by Bon Appétit, and his
businesses have been featured in Vogue, and
The New York Times, and he has appeared on The Martha Stewart Show and NBC’s
The Today Show. His innovative no-knead bread recipe that ignited a worldwide homebaking revolution was first published in an article by Mark Bittman in The New York
Times in 2006. This article became the basis of Lahey’s first cookbook, My Bread: The
Revolutionary No-Work, No-Knead Method (Norton, 2009), and My Pizza: The Easy
No-Knead Way to Make Spectacular Pizza at Home (Norton, 2012).
Lahey expanded his footprint in New York City in July 2012 with the opening of Sullivan
Street Bakery’s second outpost in Chelsea, just a few doors down from Co. In 2014, My
Bread was translated into Italian and Taiwanese. In 2015, Jim was the first recipient of
the James Beard Award for Outstanding Baker.

Follow Jim on Twitter and Instagram: @jimlaheyssb

www.co-pane.com
Co. (pronounced Company) opened in January 2009 at 230 Ninth Avenue at 24th
Street. The restaurant celebrates bread as the centerpiece of the meal and
features a variety of pizzas, toasts and salads. Co., the restaurant, is a premium
brand with an accessible price point. Its purpose is to celebrate food making, the
communal dining experience and most importantly bread baking.
“Jim Lahey is one of the country’s elite bread bakers, so when he decided to open a pizza
place, it was huge news…people can’t stop talking about the crust: Made with Lahey’s famous
no-knead dough, it’s both chewy and crisp, and ever-so-slightly tangy.” –Food & Wine Magazine
“Pizza with a pedigree. The artisanal dough here is
scorched authentically, and slightly radical ingredients
range from zucchini blossoms to béchamel with
caramelized onions.” –Travel and Leisure, “America’s Best
Pizza”
“All of us in New York who thought owner Jim Lahey knew
only about bread now know otherwise. His Margherita…is
so delicate that you will be inclined to finish the whole thing
and immediately ask for another.” –GQ
“Co. is at the forefront of the city’s artisanal pizza fixation…”
–Frank Bruni, The New York Times
“Just as Jim Lahey changed the face of artisanal bread-baking
with Sullivan St Bakery, so he endeavors to leave his doughdriven mark on Co.” –New York Magazine
“The pies here live and die by Lahey’s famous no-knead pizza
dough, which produces an exceptional firm-chewy crust.”
-TimeOut New York, “Best Pizza in New York”
“When the definitive history is written, Co. may be remembered as the site of the Chelsea Pizza
Accords.” –The New Yorker
“It’s all about the ‘love of dough’ at this…pizzeria where ‘bread guru’ Jim Lahey serves ‘gourmet’
pies flaunting ‘innovative toppings’ and crust that ‘hits the magic spot between crispy and
pillowy’; just don’t expect must ‘elbow room’ – this baby is ‘always busy.’” –Zagat.com
“Jim has been a wonder, and I’ve been a big fan of his for many years. I have to say that…Co.
did not disappoint.” -Martha Stewart, themarthablog.com

www.sullivanstreetbakery.com

“Jim Lahey and Sullivan Street Bakery embody a back-to-basics classicism that prizes
skill, repetition, and craftsmanship.” –Saveur, “20 Great American Bread Bakeries”

“Pane Pugliese (a crunchy, dark-brown loaf) and pizza bianca (an airy flatbread) are
New York food masterpieces.” –Bon Appétit, “The Top 10 Best Bread Bakeries in
America”

“Sullivan St became the name to look and ask for, and the bakery’s one retail
outlet…became the place to go for the incredibly airy, oil-brushed, lightly salted pizza
bianca, which is even better than that of the bakery in Rome’s Campo de’Fiori.” –The
Atlantic

“The most extraordinary natural-yeast bread now being made in New York is at Sullivan
Street Bakery – New York’s first true rustic Italian bread.” –New York Magazine

“The whole-wheat loaf is deeply flavorful, with a wonderful, crackly crust. It elevates
even the simplest sandwich.” - www.marthastewart.com
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